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      [Internal Documentation] Writing a Garfield comic Garfield is a grumpy, hungry, lazy, and legendary cartoon cat, created by Jim Davis in 1978. As Garfield often represents the average person dealing with life’s daily struggles, customers may occasionally wish to craft their own adventures for the Famous Feline of the Funnies.™ Use the information in this guide to assist customers who are experiencing issues when attempting to create a Garfield comic strip. —————————————————————————————————————————— What day is it? If the customer is having trouble building the story of their Garfield strip, ask them if they’ve chosen which day of the week their comic takes place during. If they’re unsure, suggest setting it on Monday. Garfield hates Mondays, so this is a great way for beginners to set up the next 3 panels, or 6 if it’s for a Sunday paper. For a 3 panel Monday comic, customers can use the following structure: 1. In the first panel, have Garfield try to do literally anything. • Ex: Garfield stands in the front doorway, about to go outside on a beautiful, sunny day. • Garfield: “Ah, I love a nice, beautiful Sunday!” 2. In the second panel, have it go wrong/poorly. • Ex: As soon as Garfield steps outside a rainstorm suddenly hits, soaking him. 3. In the third panel, have Garfield blame, curse, or otherwise lament Mondays. • Ex: Garfield: “Oh right, it’s Monday….” It’s fine to set the comic on other days, but you’ll want to set the expectation that in this case the customer will need to find something else to excite or annoy Garfield. Why though? For customers asking why Garfield hates Mondays when he: A) Does not have a job B) Is a cat Please verify and use the escalate-mondays macro to escalate the case to Comic Support. —————————————————————————————————————————— Garfield’s supporting cast Deciding which member(s) of Garfield’s supporting cast will appear in the comic is another great way to help drive the story forward and give Garfield a goal, or reason to be agitated. Odie If Odie appears, Garfield will likely bully him in some fashion using the following structure: 1. In the first panel, feature Odie alone, sitting on elevated furniture. • Ex: Odie sits happily at the edge of a table. 2. In the second panel, have Garfield appear with Odie. • Ex: Garfield sneaks up behind Odie and pushes him off the table. 3. In the third panel, have Garfield mug to the reader, and think a snarky line of dialogue. • Ex: “I’ve heard of it raining cats and dogs, but I prefer when it just rains dogs.” Jon Arbuckle If Jon Arbuckle appears, Garfield will also likely bully or disrespect him using the following structure: 1. In the first panel, display Jon being hopeful for an upcoming date. • Ex: Jon: “My date tonight says I’m a 10.” 2. In the second panel, have it go wrong/poorly in execution or set up. • Ex: Jon exits wearing an ugly polyester suit. 3. In the third panel, have Garfield be sarcastic about it. • Ex: Garfield: “She must’ve meant out of 100.” Nermal If Nermal is featured, Garfield will… also bully him. For Nermal, see steps under Odie, but replace “pushing off furniture” with “shipping to another country.” —————————————————————————————————————————— Drawing Garfield For customers experiencing issues drawing Garfield, walk them through the following video: • https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AmXD_3V7fvk You can also provide them with this video for help with drawing Odie: • https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sY9JwuLX7g4 —————————————————————————————————————————— Garfield Is a Thinker Remember that Garfield cannot speak, and every line of his “dialogue” is actually a thought bubble. If a customer is having trouble with the feel of their comic and aren’t sure what the issue is, but have worked through all of the above: 1. Check to see if they are using word balloons for Garfield. 2. If so, ask them to switch to thought bubbles, or physical gags. —————————————————————————————————————————— Garfield’s food Another common element that can help propel Garfield’s adventures forward is food. Currently, it is only possible to select lasagna as the food Garfield eats/wants. If customers request to use a different food, use the foodture-request macro and add the case to this JIRA: GARF-1978. —————————————————————————————————————————— Further resources For customers looking to create a non-Garfield comic, please see the following guides: • Snoopy • Doonesbury • Cathy —————————————————————————————————————————— Guide researched and written by John Sartori 
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